AM EMBASSY, SANTIAGO, CHILE.

STIMSON.

CHIEF SIGNAL OFFICER

President Translation
1931 NOV 16 - AM 9:33

CHIEF SIGNAL OFFICER

PRELIMINARY
1931 NOV 16 - AM 10:40

EXHIBIT 6

Approved for Release by NSA on 11-12-2014 pursuant to E.O. 13526
OCTOBER 30, 1931
7 P.M.

AMLEGATION,

ASUNCION, PARAGUAY.

243DQ MUCLI SQ6A5 DO1VN 56T3Q YAJUK 501G2 6X212 LF6MK
EMBASSY AT RIO DE JANEIRO, REPOR T STHE 501G2 K7AGC
LEFGO TJ2VY 7D5UW L5HFA 2A3FU 6HKFM ORTAV QJPBC K6VXE
QW1OE SW1AS LON: BARD STEAMER SOUTHERN CROSS
W3Y2U EYJC3 SM3SB V4VTW 1DEIQ 5XVIY 62N44 QNDBL 5AHBTG
LCH: LEFT THAT PORT ON OCTOBER 29 FOR NEW YORK
AQJZD OU63

STIMSON

1931 NOV 14 12:32
Message begins: EMBASSY AT RIO
1931 NOV 14 12:32
Setting 4 5467 not yet definitely fixed

EXHIBIT 7
OFFICE
CHIEF SIGNAL OFFICER

1931 NOV 12 - PH 3:51 BERGEN

DATED OCTOBER 30, 1931
RECEIVED 6:29 P.M.

SECRETARY OF STATE,
WASHINGTON.

OFFICE
CHIEF SIGNAL OFFICER

Y2ZDP NM6K7 HI-P12 NW7Y P5ERT DX7NP MDQUS Z4UAD MEGX
NAVTO VA MA RST EI NEN LIGTHS CHETL AHN DACK T0 BER
XDVLB UJG5A PTMSR BYADD MYZUA DNATM LW2T4 YH3VC TSJFP
GEHT ODAY ... WEATHER DID NOT PERMIT TRANSFER
ZCLSK BMNDC LX3HH OSENN FM6A4 U7ACO RKKJL JJUNY BGSYU
OF HE N IN ROW BOAT 3 BETWEEN TUG BOAT AND S UBMAR
NL3SP QWB6

Message Completed

1931 NOV 13 - AM 9:28

SMITH.

EXHIBIT 10
OFFICE
CHIEF SIGNAL OFFICER
1931 NOV-12 - PH 3:51

SECRETARY OF STATE,
WASHINGTON.

1931 NOV-13 - AM 11:17

PERNAMBUCO
DATED OCTOBER 31, 1931
RECEIVED 7:34 A.M.

BEGIN at 10:00 AM on Messages 5 + 6